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ABSTRACT Although pressure-area isotherms are commonly measured for lipid monolayers, it is not always appreciated
how much they can vary depending on experimental factors. Here, we compare experimental and simulated pressure-area
isotherms for dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) at temperatures ranging between 293.15 K and 323.15 K, and explore
possible factors inﬂuencing the shape and position of the isotherms. Molecular dynamics simulations of DPPC monolayers
using both coarse-grained (CG) and atomistic models yield results that are in rough agreement with some of the experimental
isotherms, but with a steeper slope in the liquid-condensed region than seen experimentally and shifted to larger areas. The CG
lipid model gives predictions that are very close to those of atomistic simulations, while greatly improving computational
efﬁciency. There is much more variation among experimental isotherms than between isotherms obtained from CG simulations
and from the most reﬁned simulation available. Both atomistic and CG simulations yield liquid-condensed and liquid-expanded
phase area compressibility moduli that are signiﬁcantly larger than those typically measured experimentally, but compare well
with some experimental values obtained under rapid compression.
INTRODUCTION
Lung surfactant is the surface-active lining of the alveoli, and
consists of ;90% lipids and 5–10% proteins. Of the sur-
factant lipids, 80–90% are phospholipids, 70–80% of which
are phosphatidylcholines, approximately half of which is
dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (phosphatidylcholine with
two palmatic acid tails, also known as dipalmitoyl lecithin)
(1). Not only is dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) the
primary component of lung surfactant, but it is also thought to
be primarily responsible for the reduction of surface tension
in the lungs to near-zero. The surface ﬁlm is thought to be-
come enriched in DPPC at higher surface pressures due to
selective adsorption of DPPC or the squeeze-out of non-
DPPC components (2–5). Thus, understanding the response
of DPPC to changes in surface area is fundamental to deter-
mining the functionality of lung surfactant and how to better
design lung surfactant replacements for respiratory distress
syndrome, both neonatal and adult.
Despite intensive research, the complex action of natural
lung surfactant is poorly understood (6). Measurements of
the surface behavior of surfactant ﬁlms under dynamic
compression have been among the most prevalent methods of
study of pulmonary surfactant (7). The lipid phase transitions
of lung surfactant are believed to be partially responsible for
the regulation of surface tension in the lungs (5). A common
feature of almost all lung surfactants and model mixtures is
the coexistence of a semicrystalline solid phase known as the
liquid-condensed (LC) phase and a disordered ﬂuid phase
called the liquid-expanded (LE) phase (8). In the LC/LE
phase coexistence region, the surface ﬁlm becomes a mesh of
ﬁnely divided LC/LE domains, which may impart strength
and ﬂexibility (9). Lipid membrane phase transitions are also
associated with density ﬂuctuations, which are thought to
play a very active role in membrane function (10). DPPC and
other phospholipids are known to exhibit very rich phase
behavior, which despite much research is not well under-
stood. The current view is that the phase behavior of lipid
monolayers displays subtle continuous changes between
phases. The richness of phase behavior is indicative of the
fact that monolayers are frustrated systems where local and
global equilibria compete (11). This frustration is caused in
part by the difference in the cross-sectional area of lipid
headgroups and lipid tails, which induces a strain on the
monolayer.
The deﬁning features of a typical pressure-area isotherm
for DPPC, in the proximity of the main phase transition
temperature, are shown in Fig. 1 (left). The surface pressurep
is calculated as:p¼ g0 – g, where g0 is the surface tension of
pure water and g is the surface tension of the monolayer-
coated air-water interface (12). The monolayer area is typi-
cally given in terms of area/lipid. With increasing area and
decreasing surface pressure, the phase transitions of the
DPPC monolayer proceed in the following order: liquid-
condensed (LC); coexistence between the liquid-condensed
and liquid-expanded phases (LC-LE); liquid-expanded (LE);
and coexistence between the liquid-expanded and gaseous
phases (LE-G). The LC-LE phase transition is a ﬁrst-order
transition and is thus ideally represented by a perfectly hor-
izontal plateau; however, experimental coexistence plateaus
are only roughly horizontal. Once the monolayer has been
compressed into a condensed phase, it becomes relatively
incompressible and very low surface tensions (high surface
pressures) are achievedwith little change in area; thus, the LC
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portion of the isotherm has a steep slope. When the mono-
layer is compressed past its limiting area, monolayer collapse
occurs. Collapse is signiﬁed by a decrease in area at constant
surface pressure (a collapse plateau), resulting from the loss
of lipids from the monolayer. In general, as the temperature is
increased, DPPC isotherms shift to higher surface areas or
equivalently higher surface pressures at a ﬁxed area, and the
coexistence region becomes less horizontal and is shifted to
higher surface pressures (13). As shown in Fig. 1 (right), this
behavior is seen in the isotherms of Crane et al. (14), which
were obtained at 298.15 K, 303.15 K, and 310.15 K using the
captive bubble apparatus. This behavior is attributed to an
increase in the thermal motion of the chains at higher tem-
perature, which leads to an increase in surface pressure (15).
Phillips and Chapman (16) found the static DPPC pressure-
area isotherms obtained at various temperatures differed in
the coexistence region, but converged at high (near-zero
surface tension) and low (near-zero surface pressure) surface
pressures. Similar observations can be seen in the isotherms
obtained at various temperatures by Crane et al. (14) using
the captive bubble apparatus (Fig. 1, right), and in the ﬁlm
balance experiments of Baldyga and Dluhy (17).
Computer simulations of phospholipid systems are of great
interest because they can yield molecular-level insight into
the structure and dynamics of these systems on a resolution
and timescale that may not be feasible experimentally.
Coarse-grained simulations have the further advantage of
realizing increased simulation times and larger system sizes.
Like their experimental counterparts, pressure-area isotherms
obtained from simulations of lipid monolayers also vary from
study to study. For comparison, simulations of DPPC mono-
layers using both coarse-grained (CG) and atomistic models
are included here, both from the work of other authors and
from our own new simulations. To the best of our knowledge,
there has not yet been a comprehensive review of the factors
that could affect the shape of the pressure-area isotherm, nor a
critical comparison of experimental and simulated pressure-
area isotherms obtained from varying methods and experi-
mental conditions. Therefore, here, in addition to presenting
our new simulation work, we review a broad and diverse
sample of the huge number of published isotherms for DPPC
monolayers.
The remainder of this article is outlined as follows: First,
we provide details of our simulations, then present the sim-
ulation results, and ﬁnally compare them with experimental
results with a brief discussion of factors that might contribute
to the observed large variation among experimental results.
Although our discussion will focus on DPPC, many of the
factors discussed here affect the isotherms of other phos-
pholipids similarly.
SIMULATION METHOD
Our simulations are divided into ﬁve categories: coarse-grained (CG) pres-
sure-area isotherm simulations using 1), surface tension coupling; 2), an-
isotropic pressure coupling; 3), semiisotropic pressure coupling; and 4), the
NVT ensemble, as well as 5), atomistic pressure-area isotherm simulations
using surface-tension coupling. Simulation parameters are given for each
type of simulation below. For all simulations, temperature wasmaintained by
coupling to a Berendsen thermostat with a 1-ps time constant (18). All
simulations were run with periodic boundary conditions. All simulations and
analysis were performed using GROMACS simulations software (19,20).
The GROMACS analysis tool g_energy was used to extract the surface
tensions and box dimensions at each time step (21). To obtain surface
pressure from our surface tensions, pure water surface tensions of 72.8, 72.5,
72.0, 71.2, 69.6, and 67.9 mN/m were used at temperatures of 293.15 K,
295.15 K, 298.15 K, 303.15 K, 313.15 K, and 323.15 K, which are roughly
the surface-tension values given in the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics (22). It should be noted that the simulated surface tensions at the air-
water interface actually differ considerably from the experimental values,
due to the peculiar nature of water (23,24). Vega andMiguel (25) calculated a
surface tension of 54.7 mN/m from their SPC water simulations at 300 K,
which underestimates the experimental value by ;17 mN/m. This could
conceivably lead to an overestimation of surface pressures in our isotherms,
which are calculated from the experimental surface tension. If this were the
case, the low-surface-pressure expansion observed in our simulations at
surface pressures near 30 mN/m would actually be occurring at signiﬁcantly
lower surface pressures. However, errors in simulated water/vapor surface
tension are thought to have little effect on the measurement of monolayer
surface tension, which is dominated by headgroup/water and chain/vapor
interactions (26). Thus, it is unlikely that our surface pressures are over-
estimated signiﬁcantly. Because sources of error in simulation of water
surface tension are likely to be particular to water and not expected to sim-
ilarly affect the simulation of monolayer surface tensions, we believe that it is
more accurate to use the experimental values of water surface tension instead
of the simulated ones, in our calculation of monolayer surface pressure.
Experimental results are typically performed under atmospheric pressure,
corresponding to a normal pressure of;1 bar. An applied normal pressure of
1 bar is commonly used in bilayer studies (27–30). However, the simulation
of monolayers requires the use of empty space placed above themonolayer to
FIGURE 1 (Left) The deﬁning features of a typical
pressure-area isotherm for DPPC near the main transition
temperature. The phase regions include the liquid-
condensed (LC), liquid-expanded (LE), and the LC-LE
and LE-G transition regions. The LC-LE horizontal coex-
istence region and the horizontal collapse plateau are
identiﬁed. (Right) Experimental results showing the effect
of temperature on the shape of compression and expansion
pressure-area isotherms of DPPC. These isotherms are
reproduced from those published by Crane et al. (14), at
298.15 K (dotted line), 303.15 K (dashed line), and 310.15
K (solid line). The experimental results presented in this
ﬁgure (right) and in subsequent ﬁgures were obtained
using Data Thief III, Ver.1 (191).
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prevent the monolayer from interacting with the periodic image of the sim-
ulation box. Despite the presence of the lipid/vacuum interface, implying a
normal pressure of 0 bar, some monolayer studies have used an applied
normal pressure of 1 bar (27,31,32). We have simulated several points along
the CG isotherm at 298.15 K using both a normal pressure of 0 bar and of
1 bar. Allowing the height of the box to ﬂuctuate with an applied normal
pressure of 1 bar leads to shrinkage in the z-dimension, upon lateral ex-
pansion, requiring the box size to be manually adjusted by periodic addition
of more vacuum space. However, the use of 1 bar vs. 0 bar led to no de-
tectable difference in the isotherm. Therefore, all results presented here will
be for simulations performed at 1 bar. It has also been noted that due to large
ﬂuctuations in instantaneous pressure on the order of hundreds of atmo-
spheres, in a simulation, 1 bar is essentially equivalent to 0 bar (27,33).
Coarse-grained simulations
For all of our coarse-grained simulations, we utilize the peptide force-ﬁeld
parameters developed by Marrink et al. (34). The area/headgroup for DPPC
bilayers using the coarse-grained model of Marrink et al. was found to match
the experimental value, and many other properties have been found to match
experiment at a quantitative or semiquantitative level (34). The CGmodel for
DPPC has one bead representing the phosphate moiety, one bead repre-
senting the choline moiety, two tail beads representing the glycerol linkage,
and four beads for each of the tails (each tail bead corresponds to four tail
carbons). This model is used in conjunction with the coarse-grained model of
Marrink et al. for water, which merges four water molecules into a single
coarse-grain bead. The structure ﬁles for the CG DPPC monolayers were
adapted from the CG structure ﬁles given on Marrink’s website for DPPC
bilayers in the ﬂuid phase (35) and energy-minimized. The resulting ﬂuid
phase monolayer ﬁles contained two monolayers (composed of 256 lipid
each) placed so that their headgroups were initially separated by ;7 nm of
CG water molecules (10,654 CG molecules) and their tail groups were
separated by ;10 nm of empty space. The resulting disordered monolayers
were contained in a box of size 12.6847 nm 3 12.8295 nm 3 23.2 nm.
However, in some of our CG simulations, spontaneous box shrinking be-
came an issue, and intermittent addition of vacuum was necessary to prevent
the two monolayers from merging into a single bilayer. For all simulations,
the following parameters were taken from Marrink’s website (35) and have
been optimized for the coarse-grained model: short-range electrostatic and
van der Waals cutoffs of 1.2 nm, with van der Waals interaction shifting
smoothly to Lennard-Jones interaction at 0.9 nm, and with the Lennard-Jones
cutoff set to 1.2 nm. The neighbor list was updated every 10 steps using a grid
with a 1.2 nm cutoff distance. In all coarse-grained simulations, the energy
parameters were saved every 0.4 ps and used for analysis with the GROMACS
analysis tool g_energy (21).
Most of our coarse-grained simulations were 20 ns in duration. Marrink
and Mark (36) suggested that only a few nanoseconds of simulation time are
needed to measure area/lipid for CG simulation. However, our results have
shown that ;10 ns of equilibration time was necessary before areas settled
down to steady values. Thus, only the last 10 ns of our 20-ns simulations
were used for the calculation of average surface tension and area. The radial
distribution functions and angle distributions were also averaged over the last
10 ns of the 20-ns CG simulations. In some cases, near a phase transition,
from mostly LE to mostly LC phase and vice versa, simulations appeared to
be metastable, and longer simulation times up to 100 ns were necessary. In
each case, the last 10 ns of simulation time were used for calculations. At
large values of surface tension, the box size diverged and eventually ex-
ploded, making movement further down the isotherm to low-surface pres-
sures impossible. The divergence of box size is attributed to the onset of hole
formation, followed by expansion and ultimately the rupture of the mono-
layer. A plot of lateral area versus simulation time is given in the Supple-
mentary Material for a CG simulation displaying uncontrollable box
expansion.
Because we are using the original CG model of Marrink et al. (37), all
liquid-condensed phases simulated will be untilted. Marrink and co-workers
have shown that tilted phases can be simulated using the CG model, if the
model is altered to increase the size difference between the head- and tail-
group beads. By decreasing the tail-group bead size by 10%, Marrink et al.
(37) succeeded in simulating the tilted phase in a DPPC bilayer. It should also
be noted that, due to the use of smoother potential functions for CG simu-
lations, the dynamics of CG simulations are signiﬁcantly faster (of course in
computer time, but also even in physical time, as reported by the simulation)
than for atomistic simulations. As a result, the effective time, which has been
determined from water and lipid lateral diffusion rates, is roughly four times
longer than the physical time (34). All times reported in this article will be
physical time, as reported by the simulation not the effective times.
Three different pressure-coupling methods were employed: anisotropic,
semiisotropic, and surface-tension pressure coupling. Anisotropic pressure
coupling allows the box to ﬂex independently in six directions (xx, yy, zz, xy/
yx, xz/zx, and yz/zy) in response to a change in the pressure tensor. Semi-
isotropic pressure coupling only allows the box to change dimension laterally
(x/y) and vertically (z). Surface tension coupling is similar to semiisotropic
pressure coupling, but it uses normal pressure coupling for the z-direction,
whereas the surface tension is coupled to the x/y dimensions of the box.
The average surface tension g(t) is calculated from the difference between
the normal and the lateral pressure and the box is allowed to change di-
mension laterally (x/y) to adjust the surface tension back toward the set value.
For more details on each coupling mechanism, the reader is referred to
the GROMACS User Manual (21) and relevant simulation articles
(27,29,30,33,38).
Surface tension coupling
Simulations with surface tension coupling were run at 293.15 K, 295.15 K,
298.15 K, 303.15 K, and 323.15 K. These simulations were run at several
surface tensions varying between 50 and 62.5 mN/m. For all simulations,
the z pressure component was set to 1 bar. Berendsen pressure coupling was
used with a 1-ps time constant and with all compressibilities set to 5 e–6
bar1. A timestep of 0.04 ps was used for most simulations. However,
simulations undergoing a large change in box size (near the phase transition
plateaus) required a smaller time-step of 0.02 ps and longer simulation times.
Two types of initial conﬁgurations were used:
Independent runs. The simulations hereafter referred to as independent
runs involved the independent quenching of each simulation from a
state that was initially disordered. These simulations were run with
the ﬂuid phase monolayer ﬁles described above as the initial con-
ﬁgurations. All independent runs lasted 20 ns, except at 295.15 K
where runs were 100 ns in length, because 20-ns simulations had not
fully converged. In addition, independent runs were also performed at
298.15 K from an initial conﬁguration containing 1024 lipids. This
conﬁguration was obtained from the disordered conﬁguration con-
taining 256 lipids/monolayer (described above) by patching four
boxes together and performing energy minimization.
Cycling. For each temperature, the ﬂuid phase monolayer was used as a
starting conﬁguration for a 200-ns simulation at a surface tension of
50 mN/m. The large negative value of surface tension is physio-
logically meaningless, but was chosen to ensure that the resulting
conﬁguration was well ordered. This resulting conﬁguration was then
used as the starting conﬁguration for a 20-ns simulation at zero
surface tension, and then the ﬁnal conﬁguration of this run was used
as the starting conﬁguration for the next run at higher surface tension.
This process of using the previous run as the starting point for the
next run was repeated, stepping down the isotherm to the largest
surface tension attainable. When the surface tension reached the
largest value possible without a diverging box size, the process was
reversed, stepping back up the isotherm until a zero surface tension
was reached. This process of cycling enables the simulation of a
complete hysteresis loop. At 303.15 K, the cycling simulations were
also performed with a simulation time of 100 ns for each run, to test
the extent of equilibration of the 20-ns cycling simulations.
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Anisotropic and semiisotropic pressure coupling
Anisotropic and semiisotropic pressure simulations were run at 298.15 K and
at lateral pressures of 0,10,20,30, and40 bar. For these simulations,
the z-pressure component was set to 1 bar and the off-diagonal pressure
components of the anisotropic pressure tensor were all set to 0 bar. Berendsen
pressure coupling was used with a 1-ps time constant and with all com-
pressibilities set to 5 e–6 bar1. For all simulations, a timestep of 0.04 ps was
used. These simulations were run independently starting from the disorder
conﬁguration, containing 256 lipids/monolayer, described above.
NVT
Two NVT simulations were run at 298.15 K. Both simulations were started
form the disordered monolayer conﬁguration, containing 256 lipids/mono-
layer, described above. The ﬁrst simulation was run with the initial box size
unchanged. The other simulationwas runwith the box sizewidened to 14 nm3
14 nm 3 23.2 nm and then energy-minimized. For both simulations, a
timestep of 0.04 ps was used.
Atomistic simulations
Atomistic simulations were performed using the GROMACS force ﬁeld
(19,20). An atomistic structure ﬁle containing a 128-lipid DPPC bilayer was
taken from the Tieleman group website (39) and modiﬁed to create a system
containing two DPPC monolayers composed of 64 lipids each. The mono-
layers were placed with their headgroups facing each other and initially
separated by;7 nm of SPC water molecules (9662 molecules) and their tail-
groups separated across a periodic boundary by;10 nm of empty space. The
resulting system was then energy-minimized and used as the starting con-
ﬁguration for each simulation. A 2-fs time step was used and each simulation
was run for 10 ns. The bond lengths were constrained using the LINCS al-
gorithm (40). A particle-mesh Ewald summation (41) was used to calculate
the electrostatic interactions with a Fourier spacing of 0.12 nm and a fourth-
order interpolation. The Coulomb cutoff was set to 0.9 nm and the van der
Waals cutoff was set to 1.2 nm. The neighbor list was updated every 10 steps
using a grid with a 0.9-nm cutoff distance. Temperature was maintained at
323.15 K with a Berendsen thermostat (18). Surface-tension coupling was
used with a Berendsen barostat and a time constant of 1.0 ps with all com-
pressibilities set to 4.5 e5 bar1. The z-pressure component was set to 1 bar.
The simulations were run at several surface tensions varying between 0 and
60 mN/m. Energies were output every 0.4 ps for the calculation of pressure-
area isotherms. Calculations were made over only the last 5 ns of each
simulation using the GROMACS analysis tool g_energy (21). The radial
distribution functions and angle distributions were also averaged over the last
5 ns of the 10-ns atomistic simulations.
RESULTS
Simulated isotherms
We performed 20-ns cycling coarse-grained simulations of
DPPC monolayers, using surface tension coupling, as de-
scribed in SimulationMethod, at 293.15K, 295.15K, 298.15K,
303.15 K, and 323.15 K. The resulting compression and ex-
pansion isotherms, for each temperature, are shown in Fig. 2.
An increase in temperature results in an upward shift to
larger surface pressures, a shortening of the LC-LE coexis-
tence region of both the compression and expansion iso-
therms, and an increasing slope in the coexistence region of
the compression isotherms. With the exception of the iso-
therm at 323.15 K, which is shifted slightly to the right, all of
the isotherms overlap except in the coexistence region. Al-
though some experimental isotherms exhibit large hysteresis
loops, the hysteresis seen in our isotherms is much larger than
usually seen experimentally (Fig. 1, right), our LC-LE co-
existence regions occur at much larger pressures, and our
isotherms are also shifted to larger areas/lipid than those seen
experimentally. Despite these differences, there are also
some similarities. Experimental isotherms show, as seen in
the simulations, that as the temperature is increased the co-
existence region becomes less horizontal and is shifted to
higher surface pressures, although the limiting high-pressure
area of the isotherm remains invariant with temperature (Fig.
1, right). At 323.15 K hysteresis can be seen between com-
pression and expansion isotherms at near zero surface tension,
suggesting metastability of the LC phase in the expansion
isotherm at high surface pressure (Fig. 2).
Fig. 3 shows the coarse-grained cycling isotherm at 293.15K
and the corresponding changes in the packing of the C2 tail
beads with movement along the isotherm. Hexagonal pack-
ing, which is characteristic of the LC phase, is clearly visible
at low areas/lipid. Whereas at larger areas/lipid the tail beads
display disordered packing typical of the LE phase. As ex-
pected, the phase transition region, or plateau region, is ac-
companied by a visible change in the degree of order of the
chain packing.
We therefore compare our coarse-grained simulations to
atomistic simulations, both our own and those obtained by
others, as well as to the coarse-grained results of Adhangale
et al. (32) all at 323.15 K. In Fig. 4, our coarse-grained results,
both from independent quenching and cycling, are compared
to our atomistic results from independent quenching, as well
as to the atomistic results of Kaznessis et al. (24), Skibinsky
et al. (42), and Klauda et al. (26) and to the coarse-grained
results ofAdhangale et al. (32), and to the experimental results
FIGURE 2 Our pressure-area isotherms, obtained using cycling of coarse-
grained simulations at 293.15 K (squares), 295.15 K (asterisks), 298.15 K
(circles), 303.15 K (diamonds), and 323.15 K (triangles). The arrows
indicate the direction of cycling. In this and subsequent ﬁgures, the error bars
(standard error) on our simulated isotherms are roughly the same size as the
symbols.
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of Crane et al. (14). Kaznessis et al., Skibinsky et al., and
Klauda et al. obtained their atomistic pressure-area isotherms
using theNVT ensemble inCHARMM.Adhangale et al. used
the coarse-grained model developed by Marrink et al. (34),
with the NPNgT ensemble in the simulation package NAMD.
The experimental pressure-area isotherm of Crane et al. (14)
was obtained using a captive bubble apparatus. Our coarse-
grained results are very close to those obtained from our
atomistic simulations. This indicates that the shift of the
pressure-area isotherms to larger areas/lipid (relative to most
experimental isotherms) is not an artifact of the coarse-
grained model, but occurs for coarse-grained and atomistic
simulations alike. Our simulations also resemble the atomistic
results of Skibinsky et al. (42) and Klauda et al. (26) and the
experimental results of Crane et al. (14), differing slightly in
magnitude and slope, whereas the results of Adhangale et al.
are shifted to considerably lower area/lipid, and the results of
Kaznessis et al. are shifted to considerably lower surface
pressures.
Skibinsky et al. (42) obtained starting conﬁgurations for
their NVT monolayer simulations at each area, from NPngT
bilayer simulations. This provided a well-equilibrated start-
ing point for the monolayer simulations, which is necessary
to obtain an accurate surface pressure in constant volume
simulation, which does not allow area to adjust to bring the
system to equilibrium. The simulations of Klauda et al. (26)
were started from the ﬁnal coordinates obtained by Skibinsky
et al., and run under the same conditions as used by Skibinsky
et al. (42) but with the addition of the isotropic-periodic sum
method to treat long-range Lennard-Jones interactions. This
isotherm agrees very well with the Skibinsky isotherm, only
shifted slightly, suggesting that the treatment of long-range
LJ interactions has only a small effect on the isotherm. On the
other hand, our results were obtained using the NPngT en-
semble with two different starting conditions: independent
quenching from a disordered state and cycling (stepping
down and back up the isotherm point by point from an ini-
tially ordered state). The results of Adhangale were obtained
using the same coarse-grained model used in our simulations
(the CG model of Marrink et al. (34)), but with long-range
electrostatics added in the form of a smooth particle mesh
Ewald summation. The large difference between the results
of the simulations of Adhangale et al. (32) and our simula-
tions may result from a problem with their periodic boundary
conditions, which leads the monolayer to curve substantially
at the edges, seemingly suggesting buckling, while main-
taining disorder in the acyl chains even at increased surface
pressure, where our simulations and experiments show
highly ordered tails. The low surface pressures shown by the
isotherm of Kaznessis et al. may result from the short simu-
lation time of 1.3 ns, which is not adequate for pressure
convergence. Simulation of a DPPCmonolayer has also been
performed by Mauk et al. (43), using a united-atom model
and the CHARMM22.0 force ﬁeld at 21C; however, in this
very early article, only two points of the isotherm were
simulated, and the timescale simulated was only 120 ps, too
short to provide reliable results.
Effect of ensemble
For comparison, we ran two NVT simulations at 323.15 K
(Fig. 5, diamonds). The ﬁrst simulation was run without making
adjustments to the box size (63.6 A˚2/molecule), and the sec-
ond simulation with the box size increased (76.6 A˚2/molecule).
FIGURE 3 Coarse-grained pressure-area isotherm obtained by cycling at
293.15 K and corresponding images of the packing of C2 tail beads (from
both monolayers) at various points along the isotherm.
FIGURE 4 Comparison of simulated and experimental pressure-area
isotherms at 323.15 K: our independent coarse-grained simulations (h),
our cycling coarse-grained simulations (n), our atomistic simulations (s),
the atomistic simulations of Kaznessis et al. (24) (n), Klauda et al. (26) (;),
Skibinsky et al. (42) (:), the coarse-grained simulations of Adhangale et al.
(32) (d), and the experimental results obtained by Crane et al. (14) using the
captive bubble apparatus (1). For simplicity, our simulations are denoted by
open symbols and solid lines, experiments are denoted by characters and
dashed lines, and solid symbols and dotted lines denote simulations by other
groups.
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When the box size is increased, an unphysical increase in
pressure is observed, suggesting that the NVT ensemble does
not allow for sufﬁcient pressure relaxation. Other authors
have noted the inability of constant-area and constant-
volume simulations to equilibrate to appropriate pressures.
Simulations of DPPC bilayers performed by Feller et al.
(27,38) also show that constant-area simulations tend to
predict larger surface pressures at a given surface area than
those predicted by constant-surface-tension simulations.
Mauk et al. (43) found that the NpT ensemble was more fa-
vorable than the NAT ensemble, the latter of which yielded
inaccurate equilibrium pressures and chain order. Further-
more, Mauk et al. (43) have suggested that the inaccuracy of
NAT simulations of phospholipids monolayers is due to the
lack of ﬂuctuations in the periodic cell, which restricts the
phospholipids from assuming energetically favorable con-
formations.
Enforcing a constant surface area imposes a stronger re-
striction on the phase space available to the system then does
enforcing a constant average pressure (44). Area is an ex-
tensive property that does not ﬂuctuate when constrained. On
the other hand, pressure is an intensive property, which is
constrained as a time-averaged constant with ﬂuctuations
allowed. Also a change in pressure can be provoked by small
intermolecular displacements, whereas a change in area re-
quires large concerted motions of the lipids. Thus, the system
is slow to equilibrate in response to imposed changes in area
(44). However, it should be noted that constant-area simu-
lations give reasonable results if the starting conditions are
well equilibrated. In their simulations of DPPC bilayers,
Feller and Pastor (38) found that order parameters, lateral
diffusivities, magnitudes of area ﬂuctuations, area ﬂuctuation
decay rates, and bilayer area compressibility moduli did not
depend signiﬁcantly on choice of ensemble (NPNAT versus
NPNgT). In more recent studies, DPPC bilayer simulations
showed that the pressure-area isotherms obtained using both
ensembles were consistent with each other, suggesting the
equivalence of the ensembles (42,45).
In addition to surface-tension coupling and NVT simula-
tions, we also performed coarse-grained simulations using
anisotropic and semiisotropic pressure coupling methods, to
test the accuracy of each method. The isotherms obtained
with each coupling method at 298.15 K are shown in Fig. 5.
At 298.15 K, each coupling method gives nearly the same
isotherm, differing only in LC-LE coexistence region, where
they give different slopes. Although the choice of coupling
method does not seem to have a big impact, the surface-
tension coupling method yields the ﬂattest plateau. Further-
more, in their simulations Feller et al. (27) set surface tension
and allowed area to vary, regarding this as the most natural
ensemble for simulating lipid/water interfaces. For these
reasons surface-tension coupling was chosen as the preferred
method and used for the majority of our simulations. Feller
and Pastor (38) have suggested that simulation results depend
much more on area than on ensemble used, which is con-
sistent with our ﬁndings at 298.15 K.
P-N orientation
We calculated the distribution of P-N tilt with respect to the
membrane normal from our atomistic simulations at 323.15 K
(Fig. 6). For comparison, the P-N tilt in our CG simulations is
FIGURE 5 Coarse-grained pressure-area isotherms obtained at 298.15 K
using the NVT ensemble (diamonds) and the NPT ensemble with three
pressure coupling mechanisms: surface tension (squares), anisotropic (tri-
angles), and semiisotropic (circles).
FIGURE 6 P-N tilt angle distribution for atomistic simulations at 323.15
K with areas 56 A˚2/molecule and 73 A˚2/molecule, for coarse-grained (CG)
simulations with 1028 lipids/monolayer at 298.15 K with areas 48 A˚2/
molecule and 68 A˚2/molecule, and for coarse-grained simulations with 256
lipids/monolayer at 323.15 K with areas 56 A˚2/molecule and 71 A˚2/
molecule. The solid, dark-shaded, and light-shaded lines represent the
atomistic simulations, and CG simulations at 298.15 K and 323.15 K,
respectively. For each shade, the solid and dotted lines represent the smaller
and larger area per lipid, respectively. For clarity, the data shown here has
been smoothed using time-averaged values.
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taken as the tilt of the bond connecting the PO4 and NC3 CG
beads with respect to the membrane normal, which is cal-
culated at 298.15 K from simulations on the larger system
size (1024 lipids/monolayer), and at 323.15 K for the smaller
size of 256 lipids/monolayer. The tilt angle was compared at
areas/lipid corresponding to the two endpoints of each iso-
therm. No change is observed in the coarse-grained P-N tilt
angle distribution as the area is changed, at either 298.15 K or
323.15 K. However, the atomistic simulations show a no-
ticeable difference in the P-N tilt distribution as the mono-
layer is expanded from 56 to 73 A˚2/molecule. At 73 A˚2/
molecule, the distribution is narrower than for the distribution
at 56 A˚2/molecule and shifted so that although the probability
of an angle below 60 is unchanged, the probability of an
angle between 60 and 105 is increased, and the probability
of an angle between 105 and 160 is decreased. The coarse-
grained distributions are similar to the atomistic distribution
at 56 A˚2/molecule. However, the CG PO4-NC3 tilt distri-
bution does not exhibit the dependence on surface area seen
in the atomistic simulations. The coarse-grained distributions
show a shift to lower angles as the temperature is increased,
and the distribution narrows slightly, excluding angles above
160. Our atomistic simulations at 323.15 K give a single
peak centered at ;90 at 56 A˚2/molecule and at ;85 at
73 A˚2/molecule. Our coarse-grained simulations peak at 90
at 298.15 K and 78 at 323.15 K.
Numerous experimental studies, including surface-potential
measurements, on phospholipid bilayer systems suggest
that the P-N orientation is parallel to the bilayer surface
(46,47). A recent sum frequency generation spectroscopy
study performed by Ma and Allen (48) suggests that the
choline methyl groups are tilted from the surface normal and
lie roughly parallel to the air-water interface. The sum fre-
quency generation spectra obtained by Ma and Allen (48) at
12 mN/m (LE phase) and 42 mN/m (LC phase) are similar.
These results suggest that the choline headgroup orientation
is not signiﬁcantly different in the LE and LC phases, in
accordance with the previously held hypothesis that the
overall conformation of the headgroup is not as sensitive to
the aggregation state and the nature of the environment as the
tails (48,49). The P-N tilt angle distributions obtained from
our atomistic and coarse-grained simulations are also cen-
tered at or near 90, in accord with experiments. Our results
are also in agreement with previous atomistic simulations of a
DPPCmonolayer performed by Dominguez et al. (50), which
showed that the average angle between the monolayer sur-
face and the P-N vector was 5. Although the shape of sim-
ulated P-N distributions vary, more recent atomistic (31) and
coarse-grained (32) simulations have also shown average
P-N tilt angles in the proximity of 90 with respect to the
membrane normal.
As the DPPC monolayer undergoes a transition from the
liquid-expanded to the liquid-condensed phase, the methy-
lene groups of the DPPC tails transform from predominantly
gauche conformations to all-trans conformations (48). The
lipid tail dihedral distribution was calculated from the four
CG tail beads for a system size of 1024 lipids/monolayer. At
298.15 K we found that at 48 A˚2/molecule the trans tail
FIGURE 7 Radial distribution functions. (Left) Independent coarse-grained (CG) simulations at 298.15 K for the larger system size (1024 lipids/monolayer)
at both 48 A˚2/molecule (black) and 68 A˚2/molecule (red). (A) PO4-PO4 distribution. (D) C2-C2 distribution. (Center and right) Atomistic (atom.) simulations
at 323.15 K with 64 lipids/monolayer at both 56 A˚2/molecule (black) and 73 A˚2/molecule (red) and independent CG simulations at 323.15 K with 256 lipids/
monolayer at both 56 A˚2/molecule (green) and 71 A˚2/molecule (blue). (B) PO4-PO4 distribution; (C) NC3-NC3 distribution; (E) C2-C2 distribution. (F) PO4-
NC3 distribution.
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conﬁguration (180) is highly preferred over the gauche
conﬁguration (660) and at 68 A˚2/molecule the trans con-
ﬁguration becomes less favorable and the distribution
broadens such that all tail dihedrals are sampled almost
equally, as is expected (data not shown).
Radial distribution functions
In Fig. 7, the PO4-PO4, PO4-NC3, NC3-NC3, and C2-C2
radial distribution functions (RDFs) are shown, where PO4 is
the phosphate moiety, NC3 is the choline moiety, and C2 is
the second CG tail bead from the glycerol linkage (which
corresponds to the ﬁfth through eighth carbon atoms from
the glycerol linkage); each of these sites is represented by a
single coarse-grained bead. Each radial distribution function
is normalized so that the integral is equal to the total number
of lipids (twice the number of lipids in the case of the C2-C2
distribution because there are two C2 sites/lipid). The at-
omistic results compared in Fig. 7 were obtained using the
following atoms: P, N, and the sixth tail carbon from the
glycerol linkage. The two endpoints of each isotherm are
selected to observe the effect of surface area on the shape of
the radial distributions. Each isotherm used was obtained
from independent runs rather then cycling. At 298.15 K (Fig.
7, left) the RDFs are compared at areas of 48 and 68 A˚2/
molecule for the larger CG system size (1024 lipids/mono-
layer). At 323.15 K (Fig. 7, center and right) the RDFs are
compared at areas of 56 and 71 A˚2/molecule for a CG system
of size 256 lipids/monolayer and at areas of 56 and 73 A˚2/
molecule for an atomistic system size of 64 lipids/monolayer.
The difference in the areas shown at 298.15 K and 323.15 K
reﬂects the shift in the isotherms to larger areas/lipid as
temperature is increased.
At 298.15 K, the CG PO4-PO4 (Fig. 7 A), PO4-NC3 (not
shown), and NC3-NC3 (not shown) RDFs show little dif-
ference as area is changed from 48 to 68 A˚2/molecule;
however, the C2-C2 (Fig. 7D) RDF changes signiﬁcantly. At
48 A˚2/molecule, the C2-C2 RDF reﬂects the highly ordered
tails expected for a system in the LC phase, whereas at 68 A˚2/
molecule it reﬂects the disordering of the system. These CG
results are in contrast to the atomistic results of Knecht et al.
(5) at 293 K, which show that decreasing the area/lipid causes
lipids to bind closer together, leading to an increase in the
phosphate-phosphate correlation in addition to the increase in
tail order observed here. Although our CG radial distribution
functions show a clear increase in tail order as area is de-
creased, unlike the atomistic simulations of Knecht et al, we
see only a small increase in the height of the ﬁrst phosphate-
phosphate correlation peak. These results suggest that the
coarse-grained model is better at capturing the effect of
changing surface area on lipid tails than on lipid headgroups.
At 323.15 K the simulated isotherms are in the expanded
phase. The CG C2-C2 (Fig. 7 E) distribution indicates that
the tails are slightly more ordered at 56 A˚2/molecule than at
71 A˚2/molecule. However, both areas/lipid give an RDF that
reﬂects considerably less order than does the LC RDF at
298.15 K and 48 A˚2/molecule (Fig. 7 D), and is comparable
to the less ordered distribution at 298.15 K and 68 A˚2/mol-
ecule (Fig. 7 D). At 323.15 K, the CG PO4-PO4 (Fig. 7 B),
PO4-NC3 (Fig. 7 F), and NC3-NC3 (Fig. 7 C) RDFs show
little difference between the two areas/lipid and are almost
identical to those at 298.15 K (Fig. 7 A, PO4-NC3 and NC3-
NC3 distributions are not shown), suggesting that tempera-
ture has a larger effect on the RDF of lipid tails than that of
lipid headgroups.
For the atomistic simulations at 323.15 K (Fig. 7, center
and right), a change in surface area from 56 to 73 A˚2/mole-
cule does not strongly affect any of the RDFs; however, the
distributions do appear to ﬂuctuate more at 73 A˚2/molecule.
Overall the CG and atomistic radial distribution functions
match reasonably well at 323.15 K. Despite some differ-
ences, the C2-C2 and C-C (Fig. 7 E), PO4-NC3 and P-N (Fig.
7 F), and PO4-PO4 and P-P (Fig. 7 B) RDFs correlate well.
However, the NC3-NC3 and N-N (Fig. 7 C) RDFs differ
from each other considerably, whereas the NC3-NC3 (Fig.
7 C) RDF is very similar to the PO4-PO4 RDF (Fig. 7 B),
indicating that the coarse-grained model is unable to capture
the difference in the N-N and P-P interactions present in the
atomistic simulations, which ultimately leads to inaccuracy
in the NC3-NC3 RDF. The (inaccurate) similarity between
the NC3-NC3 and PO4-PO4 distributions in the CG simu-
lations is a direct result of an oversimpliﬁcation contained in
the CG model. The CG model uses bead types Qd (charged
hydrogen-bond donor) and Qa (charged hydrogen-bond ac-
ceptor) to represent NC3 and PO4 sites, respectively. Qa-Qa
and Qd-Qd Lennard-Jones interactions are both considered
intermediate and have the same LJ parameters (25).
The shape and location of the peaks of our atomistic P-N
and P-P RDFs correlate well with the atomistic results of
Kaznessis et al. (24) for a DPPC monolayer and Sun (31) for
a 1,2-dilignoceroylphosphatidylcholine monolayer. Both our
P04-NC3 (CG) and P-N (atomistic) RDFs show a strong
attraction between choline and phosphate groups, in agree-
ment with the atomistic results of Kaznessis et al. (24). It has
been proposed that electrostatic interactions between neigh-
boring choline and phosphate groups are responsible for at-
traction between neighboring phospholipids (51).
Hole formation
Our simulations show hole formation at areas in the prox-
imity of 100 A˚2/lipid, which could represent the onset of the
liquid-gas phase transition. For the CG surface tension cou-
pling simulations, at 323.15 K, calculations were made for
speciﬁed surface tensions between 0 mN/m and 46.6 mN/m,
which yielded average surface pressures between 68.8 mN/m
and 21.5 mN/m. When the speciﬁed surface tension was in-
creased further to 47 mN/m, a jump in area/lipid was ob-
served from ;71.4 A˚2 to ;129 A˚2. As shown in Fig. 8, this
jump in area/lipid is accompanied by hole formation, which
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is not an artifact of the coarse-grained method of simulation,
because hole formation was also observed in our atomistic
simulations (left). The holes are unstable and expanding,
ultimately leading to the rupture of the monolayer. Knecht
et al. (5) also saw hole formation in their united-atom simu-
lations of DPPC monolayers. They observed the transient
formation of holes at ;98 A˚2/molecule and stable pore for-
mation at;105 A˚2/molecule. According to Knecht et al. the
appearance of holes suggests the onset of the LE-G phase
transition. Fluorescence microscopy has revealed that in the
LE-G coexistence region the gas phase is present as holes in
an interconnected liquid phase (52). Due to limited spatial
resolution of ﬂuorescence images, the LE-G coexistence re-
gion cannot be directly determined using ﬂuorescence mi-
croscopy (5). However, the LE-G phase transition is thought
to occur at areas of hundreds of A˚2/molecule (53). Knecht
et al. propose that the hole formation in their MD simulations
corresponds to the sharp transition in the order of lipid chains
recently detected by vibrational sum frequency generation
spectra at 110 A˚2/molecule, which they suggest could be
associated with the onset of the gas-liquid coexistence region
(5). Knecht et al. also observed LC domain formation away
from pore boundaries (5). Whether LC domain formation can
be seen in CG simulations at conditions beyond those needed
to generate holes has not yet been tested. In contrast to our
results and those of Knecht et al. (5), the results of Nielsen
et al. (54) using a CG model (which is structurally similar to
the model of Marrink et al. (34), but includes long-range
electrostatics) showed that at large area/lipid, monolayer
lipids become highly disordered and spread on the surface
instead of forming holes. In the simulations of Nielsen et al.
(54), the entropic beneﬁt of spreading on the surface out-
weighs the van der Waals interaction energy, which suggests
a possible problem with their energy parameterization, which
they admit is exploratory and not yet validated. Hole for-
mation has also been observed in atomistic simulations of
DPPC bilayers. Leontiadou et al. (28) observed a critical
surface tension (;38 mN/m) above which pores in the bi-
layer expand becoming unstable and ultimately leading to the
rupture of the bilayer. Feller and Pastor (38) have also de-
scribed large and sudden expansions at a surface tension of
50 mN/m, which may suggest the disruption of the bilayer.
Effect of bead size
It is generally agreed that the packing of DPPC molecules is
determined by the size difference between the head- and tail-
groups, with the area required by the headgroup being sub-
stantially larger than that required for the tails, leading to
packing adjustments such as lipid-chain tilting and head-
group overlap (46,49). The coarse-grained model of Marrink
et al. (34) utilizes a Lennard-Jones bead size of s ¼ 0.47 nm,
for all bead types. Thus it does not capture the large dif-
ference in limiting area between the phosphatidylcholine
headgroup and the acyl chains. To test the effect of the rel-
ative size difference between the headgroup and acyl chains
on the packing of DPPC monolayers, we ran simulations
(results not shown) with the bead size of the tails including
the glycerols decreased, while the headgroup bead size re-
mained at 0.47 nm. Our simulations showed that decreasing
the tail-bead size by the proper amount allows the monolayer
to achieve smaller minimum areas closer to the experimen-
tally determined limiting area, while maintaining the correct
packing arrangement. On the other hand, decreasing tail-bead




Many studies containing experimentally measured pressure-
area isotherms for pure DPPC monolayers have been reported
FIGURE 8 Hole formation in atomistic (left) and coarse-
grained (right) simulations at 323.15 K, from the side (top)
and corresponding top view (bottom). The lipid tails and
glycerol groups are shown in green, the headgroups in red,
and the waters in blue. The corresponding surface tensions
and simulation times are given below the images.
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(3,13–17,55–167). However, very few studies compare their
isotherms with those of others, and those that do tend to
compare with only one or two selected isotherms that re-
semble their own. A major reason for this lack of comparison
is due to the diverse conditions under which isotherms are
obtained, making reproducibility problematic. Thus, even
though the pressure-area isotherm of a monolayer is a ther-
modynamic relationship that, like pressure-volume isotherms
for bulk substances, ought to be a universal function if
measured accurately and under equilibrium conditions, in
practice isotherms vary considerably, due to variability in com-
pression rate, type, and geometry of experimental apparatus,
and experimental artifacts (leakage, impurities, etc.), as well
as pH, ionic strength, and spreading solvent (168). The var-
iation among selected experimental isotherms is illustrated in
Fig. 9, at 293.15 K (top left), 295.15 K (top right), 298.15 K
(bottom left), and 303.15 K (bottom right) with our simulated
isotherms included.
The complexity of phospholipid phase behavior and the
many experimental factors involved can lead to results that
are ambiguous and apparently conﬂicting. The difﬁculty in
ﬁnding isotherms obtained under similar conditions has been
noted before (16,76). Experimental artifacts can also lead to
results that can be easily misinterpreted. Different authors
may come to remarkably different, and often contradictory,
interpretations of monolayer behavior, involving factors such
as collapse mechanism, relaxation times, and the effect of the
experimental conditions (spreading method, compression
rate, etc.). These differences are not inconsequential; the
shape of the isotherm is physiologically relevant, making
accurate determination of it very important. For example, the
very low surface tension when the ﬁlm is compressed toward
collapse is thought to be a mechanism for preventing alveolar
closure at end-expiration (169), and the steep slope of DPPC
postcollapse expansion isotherms is thought to be important
for alveolar recruitment and stabilization of lung units dur-
ing inspiration (4). Furthermore, the shape of the isotherm is
crucial to obtaining a proper understanding the behavior of
the monolayer on the molecular level; for example, the com-
pressibility is determined from the slope of the isotherm (158).
When comparing experimental pressure-area isotherms,
there are a few key experimental trends to keep in mind.
Varying the dynamic compression rate is not expected to
have a large effect (72,158,170), and in many cases the
presence of relatively small concentrations of ions leads to
little or no change in the isotherm of zwitterionic monolayers
(63,140–142,171). At moderate pH, the isotherm shows little
sensitivity to pH. However, at low pH, decreased hydrogen-
bonding leads to an increase in the maximum surface pres-
sure and can cause a shift to smaller areas due to hindered
solvation, and at high pH, solvation is increased and equi-
librium is shifted toward the ﬂuid phase (130,143,172). The
type of experimental apparatus used is known to have an
effect on the shape of pressure-area isotherms, and each type
has a unique set of conditions and limitations to take into
account (7,12,72,82,151,163,168,173–181). The geometry
should be considered because of curvature effects, area
available for creep and leakage, and disordering of lipids near
walls that all effect the measurement of area/lipid. The po-
tential for leakage is greatest at high temperatures and large
FIGURE 9 Comparison of simulated
CG pressure-area isotherms with various
experimental ones at 293.15 K (top left),
295.15 K (top right), 298.15 K (bottom
left), and 303.15 K (bottom right).
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dynamic pressures, and is greatest in a conventional Lang-
muir trough; however, the use of devices such as ribbon
barriers help minimize or even eliminate leakage (72,82,
174,182). The pulsating bubble surfactometer also suffers
from leakage, whereas the captive bubble apparatus is free
from the effects of leakage. Leakage leads to a shift in the
isotherm to lower surface pressures and a decrease in its
slope, which can be mistaken as premature collapse (82).
Even in the absence of leakage, creep along the walls can be
an issue and problemswith contact angle can give erroneously
low surface tensions (176,182). Impurities may also arise
from many sources including the experimental apparatus it-
self, and lead to isotherms that do not have a well-deﬁned
phase-transition region, are shifted, or do not reach near-zero
surface tensions upon end-compression (16,145,148). Care-
ful consideration of the choice of spreading solvent is nec-
essary, because it can have a large effect on the displacement
of isotherms along the area/molecule axis and can impair ﬁlm
stability (76,150,179). Polar components are surface-active
andmay solubilize the lipids, causing a shift in the isotherm to
very low areas/lipid due to the loss of lipid from the interface.
The effects of compression rate, pH, ionic strength, experi-
mental apparatus, spreading agent, and impurities are dis-
cussed in more detail in the Supplementary Material.
As noted by others (43), simulations of phospholipid
monolayers are limited to the nanosecond timescale, which
cannot account for long time adjustments that the monolayers
undergo to reach equilibrium. Thus, the results of computer
simulations of phospholipid monolayers must not be in-
terpreted as equilibrium behavior, but rather as dynamic (i.e.,
metastable or quasiequilibrium). This is important to take
into account when comparing simulation results to experi-
mental data. It is important to compare simulation results
with dynamic isotherms (isotherms compressed relatively
rapidly and thus allowed to reach near-zero surface tensions),
rather than static isotherms, which have relaxed to equilib-
rium and reach substantially lower surface pressures.
In Fig. 9, our simulated pressure-area isotherms are com-
pared to experimental isotherms at 293.15 K (15,55–61) (top
left), 295.15 K (62–66) (top right), 298.15 K (14,67–72)
(bottom left), and 303.15 K (14,17,73) (bottom right). For
each temperature, our simulations were run both indepen-
dently from an initially disordered state (black triangles) and
cycled beginning from an initially ordered state (blue
squares). At 303.15 K, the results from cycling simulations
are compared for run durations of 20 ns and 100 ns at each
point (Fig. 9, bottom right). The experimental conditions for
each isotherm are given in Table 1, including compression
rate, type of experimental apparatus, subphase composition,
pH, and spreading solvent.
These experimental isotherms in Fig. 9 vary greatly from
one to the next in shape and magnitude. All of the isotherms
TABLE 1 Experimental conditions used to obtain pressure-area isotherms
Temp (C) Rate EA Subphase Spreading solvent
Ahuja and Mo¨bius (55) 20 Discontinuous FRT Pure water Chloroform with 2% ethanol
Bordi et al. (56) 20 0.1 cm/min LBW Water 10.145 M NaCl, pH 7.2 Chloroform/methanol (1:1)
Borissevitch et al. (57) 20 2 mN/m 3 min LW Pure water, pH 5.9 Chloroform
Dubreil et al. (58) 20 3 cm/min LW Phosphate buffer, pH 7.2 Chloroform
Min˜ones et al. (59) 20 8.2 A˚2/molecule 3 min LBW Water, pH6 (adjusted with HCl) Chloroform/ethanol (4:1)
Sa´ndez et al. (60) 20 27 cm2/min LT Citrate, phosphate, and sodium
borate buffer, pH 7
Chloroform/ethanol (4:1)
Williams et al. (61) 20 0.5 cm2/min LBW Water 1 0.15 M NaCl, pH 5.6 Chloroform/methanol (4:1)
Yun et al. (15) 20 7.5 cm2/min LBW Pure water Chloroform
Dynarowicz-qa˛tka et al. (62) 22 30 cm2/min LT Pure water Chloroform/methanol (9:1)
Hunt et al. (63) 22 5.1 cm2/min LW Pure water n-Hexane/ethanol (9:1)
Rana et al. (64) 22 0.5 cm2/min LBW Water 1 0.15 M NaCl, pH 5.6 Chloroform/methanol (4:1)
Slotte and Mattjus (65) 22 ,6 A˚2/molecule 3 min TMT Pure water Hexane/2-propanol (3:2)
Taneva et al. (66) 22 40 cm2/min LWRB Water 1 0.15 M NaCl, pH 7 1-Propanol/0.5 M sodium acetate (1:1)
Crane et al. (14) 25,30,50 2.5–5 A˚2/molecule 3 min CB 10 mM HEPES, 1.5 mM CaCl2,
0.15 M NaCl, pH 7
Chloroform/methanol (1:2)
Gladston and Shah (67) 25 Discontinuous MWB Water 1 0.9% NaCl, pH 5.6 Chloroform/methanol/water (80:35:5)
Kanintronkul et al. (68) 25 1 cm/min LW Carbonate buffer, pH 9 Chloroform
Lee et al. (69) 25 4.6 A˚2/molecule 3 min LBW Pure water Chloroform/methanol (9:1)
Nakahara et al. (70) 25 10.3 A˚2/molecule 3 min LW Water 1 0.15 M NaCl, pH 2 n-Hexane/ethanol (9:1)
Shen et al. (71) 25 1.5 cm/min LB Pure water, pH 6.5 Chloroform
Tabak et al. (72) 25 #96 A˚2/molecule 3 min LWRB Pure water Hexane/ethanol (9:1)
Tabak et al. (72) 25 N/A Spread Pure water Hexane/ethanol (9:1)
Baldyga and Dluhy (17) 30 Not speciﬁed JLFB Water 1 0.15 M NaCl, pH 5.6 Chloroform
Maskarinec et al. (73) 30 Not speciﬁed LW Pure water Chloroform
Rate of compression, type of apparatus, subphase composition/pH, and spreading solvent used to obtain the isotherms reproduced in Fig. 9. (Abbreviations
used: EA, experimental apparatus; LT, Langmuir trough; MWB, modiﬁed Wilhelmy balance; LW, Langmuir-Wilhelmy balance; LWRB, Langmuir-Wilhelmy
balance with a ribbon barrier; LB, Langmuir-Blodgett balance; LBW, Langmuir-Blodgett with a Wilhelmy plate; FRT, Fromherz-type round trough; TMT,
Teﬂon-milled trough; JLFB, Joyce-Loebl ﬁlm balance; CB, captive bubble method; Spread, equilibrium spreading in a beaker.)
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presented here were obtained at moderate pH, except those of
Kanintronkul et al. (68) (pH 9) and Nakahara et al. (70) (pH
2), both at 298.15 K. pH is not expected to be a major factor
affecting the isotherms that were obtained at moderate pH
values, for which the monolayer is thought to be insensitive
to pH. The isotherm of Kanintronkul et al. (68) is shifted to a
larger area/lipid relative to the other isotherms; it also dis-
plays elevated surface pressures at large areas/lipid, and does
not display well-deﬁned phase transitions. This can likely be
attributed to increased solvation and a shift in equilibrium
toward the ﬂuid phase, resulting from the high pH. In con-
trast, the isotherm of Nakahara et al. (70) is shifted to lower
areas/lipid reﬂecting hindered solvation attributed to the
acidic medium.
No deﬁning trends associated with the type of apparatus
used are evident from the isotherms shown in Fig. 9. All of
the isotherms obtained at 293.15 K and 295.15 K were ob-
tained in a trough (see Table 1), yet much variation among
them remains. At 298.15 K and 303.15 K, all pressure-area
isotherms were obtained with a trough, except for the iso-
therms reported by Crane et al. (14), which utilized the
captive bubble apparatus. Despite this, the isotherms pre-
sented by Crane et al. (14) do not have any deﬁning features
that distinguish them from the other isotherms presented
here. Leakage could be an issue in any of the experiments
except those of Crane et al. (because of the use of the captive
bubble apparatus), the equilibrium isotherm of Tabak et al.
(72) (because spreading inside a beaker was used), and the
dynamic isotherms of Tabak et al. (72) and Taneva et al. (66)
(because of the use of a ribbon barrier). Furthermore, ex-
periments performed without the use of a Wilhelmy plate or
with discontinuous compression may be especially suscep-
tible to leakage. Thus, leakage is a likely factor attributing to
the large variation between the experimental isotherms
shown here.
Dynamic compression rate appears to play a role in the
slope of the isotherms at high surface pressures (low areas/
lipid). The slope tends to become steeper as compression rate
is increased. Isotherms compressed the quickest, such as
those obtained by Bordi et al. (56), Williams et al. (62), Rana
et al. (64), Slotte and Mattjus (65), and Crane et al. (14) have
the steepest slopes. This is made more evident by the mag-
nitude of the area compressibility moduli calculated for these
isotherms (discussed in detail in the next section). Note that
although slower compression leads to better equilibration, it
does not necessarily produce more accurate isotherms. Ad-
ditionally, isotherms that compressed quickly better mimic
the physiological conditions.
The spreading solvent is typically not thought to have a
large effect when used in a trough, which is open to air cir-
culation and takes up a relatively large surface area. Never-
theless, in comparing these isotherms, spreading solvent does
appear to have played a major role. At 293.15 K, the iso-
therms obtained by Borissevitch et al. (57), Dubreil et al.
(58), Ahuja and Mo¨bius (55), and Yun et al. (15) all reach
relatively low surface pressures at end compressions of
roughly 42, 48, 50, and 55 mN/m, respectively. Collapse
does not appear to have been reached before measurement
was halted for the isotherms of Dubreil et al. (58) and Ahuja
and Mo¨bius (55), and it remains uncertain what the actual
collapse pressure would have been. For all of these isotherms
the spreading solvent was pure or almost pure chloroform
(98% in the case of (55)). At 295.15 K, the isotherm obtained
by Dynarowicz-qa˛tka et al. (62) used the highest concen-
tration of chloroform in the spreading solvent (90% by vol-
ume), and also has the lowest maximum surface pressure
(highest minimum surface tension). At 298.15 K, slightly
low dynamic maximum surface pressures are obtained by
Nakahara et al. (70) (;64 mN/m), Kanintronkul et al. (68)
(;65 mN/m), Shen et al. (71) (;65 mN/m), and Gladston
and Shah (67) (;67 mN/m). Of these, the isotherms obtained
by Kanintronkul et al. (68) and Shen et al. (71) used pure
chloroform as a spreading agent, and that of Gladston and
Shah (67) utilized 80% chloroform. Gladston and Shah (67)
claim that the onset of ﬁlm collapse actually occurred at;44
mN/m as indicated by an inﬂection point far before the pla-
teau at ;67 mN/m (68). This change in slope could be at-
tributed to the squeeze-out of chloroform causing some of the
DPPC molecules to be removed from the monolayer, leading
to an underestimation of collapse pressure. At 303.15 K, the
isotherm obtained by Baldgya and Dluhy (17) displays the
lowest maximum pressure and uses pure chloroform as a
spreading agent.
At 293.15 K the isotherms of Bordi et al. (56), Borissevitch
et al. (57), and Yun et al. (15) are all shifted to lower areas/
lipid relative to the other isotherms shown, with the isotherm
of Bordi et al. (56) and Borissevitch et al. (57) reaching areas/
lipid even smaller than the limiting area of 39 A˚2/molecule.
The isotherms of Borissevitch et al. (57) and Yun et al. (15)
were obtained with a spreading solvent that was pure chlo-
roform, and that of Bordi et al. (56) was obtained with a 1:1
chloroform/methanol solution. At 298.15 K, the isotherms
obtained by Gladston and Shah (67), and of Lee et al. (69) are
shifted to low areas/lipids, with the former reaching areas/
lipid that are smaller than the limiting area. These isotherms
were obtained using chloroform-methanol spreading solu-
tions containing 66.7% and 90% chloroform by volume, re-
spectively. At 303.15 K, the isotherms obtained by Baldgya
and Dluhy (17) andMaskarinec et al. (73) are shifted to areas/
lipid that are smaller than the limiting areas. Both of these
isotherms were obtained using pure chloroform as a spread-
ing agent. The isotherm of Maskarinec et al. (73) displays a
collapse plateau at a very low area/lipid (;30 A˚2/molecule),
suggesting that DPPC has been lost from the monolayer be-
fore the collapse plateau is reached. The shift in these isotherms
could result from the use of pure or almost pure chloroform as
the spreading solvent. It should be noted that chloroform is
known to be surface active due to its polarity (150).
Thus, spreading solvent effects may contribute signiﬁ-
cantly to the observed variation between isotherms (76). The
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use of chloroform as a spreading solvent appears to shift the
isotherms to lower areas/lipid and also decrease the surface
pressure at collapse. This suggests the possible loss of lipid
from the monolayer, perhaps through the removal of some
DPPCmolecules from the monolayer with the squeeze-out of
chloroform, leading to a decrease of area and the appearance
of premature collapse. Whatever the mechanism, the use of
chloroform clearly impedes the ability of the monolayer to
reach near-zero surface tensions. Others have noted that by
increasing the amount of chloroform in the subphase, the
amount of DPPC lost from the ﬁlm increases dramatically,
indicating that the presence of chloroform can impair ﬁlm
stability (180). According to Wu¨stneck et al. (150), the in-
teraction between DPPC molecules is strongly depressed by
the presence of chloroform, which is in incorporated into the
monolayer and causes an apparent increase in the molecular
area. At low pressures, this causes a shift of the isotherm to
larger areas and an increase in minimum surface pressure
(150). However, as surface pressure is increased, the chlo-
roform is squeezed out, taking DPPC molecules along and
shifting the isotherm to low areas/lipid (150). Wu¨stneck et al.
(150) found that when chloroform is present at the surface in
large enough concentrations, a plateau corresponding to the
squeeze-out of chloroform can be visualized at ;50 mN/m.
The increased molecular area at low pressures (due to the
presence of chloroform in the monolayer) combined with the
decreased molecular areas at high pressure (due to the loss of
DPPC with chloroform from the monolayer) results in an
isotherm that is broader, changing gradually with surface
pressure. Other experimental spreading solvents may also
cause a shift in the isotherm and the ratio of polar and non-
polar components in the spreading solvent is of critical im-
portance (76). At 295.15 K, the isotherm of Taneva et al. (66)
is shifted to small areas/lipid, and reaches an area smaller
than the limiting area. Taneva et al. (66) note that the use of
the propanol/sodium acetate solvent appears to have con-
tributed to a shift in the isotherm of pure DPPC to low areas/
lipid, perhaps due to partial dissolution of DPPC into the
subphase or incomplete dissociation of aggregates formed in
the spreading solution (66).
Although spreading solvent appears to play a role, with so
many experimental factors involved, it is impossible to be sure
what leads to a shift in area/lipid or shape of a given isotherm.
At 295.15 K, the isotherm obtained by Dynarowicz-qa˛tka
et al. (62) was obtained without the use of a Wilhelmy plate,
and is thus at a higher risk of ﬁlm leakage, which could also
explain the low surface tension at collapse. At 298.15 K, the
compression isotherm of Gladston and Shah (67) displays an
inﬂection point at;44mN/m, whichmay be a result from the
choice of spreading agent, but could also be attributed to
leakage, which may be magniﬁed by the use of discontinu-
ous compression or by the experimental apparatus. Also at
298.15 K, the isotherm obtained by Nakahara et al. (70) is
shifted to an area/lipid that is smaller than the limiting area.
The isotherm of Nakahara et al. (70) appears to exhibit ma-
terial leakage from the monolayer, as indicated by a change in
slope before the collapse plateau is reached. This isotherm is
also distinct from the other isotherms shown in Fig. 9, be-
cause it is obtained at low pH. At 303.15 K, the isotherm of
Baldgya and Dluhy (17) appears to exhibit an inﬂection point
(at;40 A˚2/molecule), which could be caused by the onset of
collapse at low collapse pressure (;60 mN/m), or by ﬁlm
leakage.
It is difﬁcult to say which of the isotherms shown in Fig. 9
are reliable, especially with so much variation among them
and in the methods used to obtain them. It is more feasible to
identify those that are most likely to exhibit experimental
artifacts. Isotherms obtained at high and low pH ((68) (pH 9)
and (70) (pH 2) at 298.15 K), dynamic isotherms apparently
exhibiting early collapse (Min˜ones et al., (59) Sa´ndez et al.
(60), and Yun et al. (15) at 293.15 K, Dynarowicz-qa˛tka et al.
(62) at 295.15 K, Gladston and Shah (67) and Kanintronkul
et al. (68) at 298.15 K), isotherms that are suspected of ex-
hibiting spreading-solvent artifacts (Taneva et al. (66) 295.15
K), and isotherms that are shifted to areas/lipid that are smaller
than the limiting area of 39 A˚2/molecule (Borissevitch et al.
(57) and Bordi et al. (56) at 293.15 K, Taneva et al. (66) at
295.15 K, Nakahara et al. (70) and Gladston and Shah (67) at
298.15 K, Baldgya and Dluhy (17) andMaskarinec et al. (73)
at 303.15 K) are most likely to be misleading. This leaves the
isotherms obtained by Ahuja and Mo¨bius (55), Dubreil et al.
(58), andWilliams et al. (61) 293.15 K; Hunt et al. (63), Rana
et al. (64), and Slotte and Mattjus (65) at 295.15 K; Lee et al.
(69), Shen et al. (71), and Tabak et al. (72) at 298.15 K; and
Crane et al. (14) at 298.15 K, 303.15 K, and 323.15 K as
possibly the most trustworthy isotherms. These isotherms all
exhibit the same general shape but vary in placement along
the area/lipid axis and slope, with the latter likely being af-
fected by compression rate.
From Fig. 9, it is clear that the simulated isotherms give
areas that are too large, with limiting areas near 49 A˚2/mol-
ecule—a phase-transition plateau that is shifted upward to
much higher surface pressures than those seen experimen-
tally, and an overly large hysteresis loop. The steep slope
upon expansion is typical of experimental expansion iso-
therms, which exhibit a sudden drop in pressure. The LE
portion of the compression isotherm is steeper than the
posttransition slopes seen in the experimental isotherms.
Furthermore, the length of the coexistence region is much
smaller for simulated compression isotherms than in exper-
imental ones. Our LC-LE phase-coexistence plateaus occur
at higher surface pressures than do those predicted experi-
mentally and the surface pressures of our plateaus increase
with increasing temperature, suggesting that the transition
temperature for our simulated monolayers is likely too low.
These factors indicate that our simulations do not accurately
reproduce the behavior seen in experimental isotherms.
It should also be noted that some differences between
simulations and experiments could be due to the absence of
chain tilting in the simulations, because this absence leads to
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changes in area with increased pressure that are too small
(174). Also, experimental factors, particularly the choice of
spreading solvent, not included in our simulations, may ex-
plain why our predicted isotherms exhibit abrupt changes and
steep slopes that are uncharacteristic of experimental iso-
therms. Other atomistic (23,27) and coarse-grained models
(54) also give pressure-area isotherms that are shifted to
higher area/lipid relative to experimental values. Feller et al.
(27) attribute the differences between their results and ex-
periments to difﬁculties in the evaluation of surface pressure,
which depends on the accurate determination of long-range
forces between atoms and has large instantaneous ﬂuctua-
tions (27). They also suggest that the accuracy of simulated
isotherm could be improved by better potential energy pa-
rameterization or by incorporation of long-range forces.
Moreover, because the coarse-grained model lumps roughly
four acyl-tail carbon atoms into each tail bead, it is not able to
capture the sensitivity of the phase transition temperature to
chain length. Phillips and Chapman (16) showed that sub-
tracting two methylene groups from each chain shifts the
isotherm by an amount that is equivalent to raising the tem-
perature by 20 K. However, coarse-grained lipids differing
by only one or two methylene groups are represented by the
same CG structure and thus cannot predict such effects. Also,
as noted by Feller et al. (27), surface tension depends on the
accurate determination of long-range forces, which are not
considered by the coarse-grained model. However, it is also
important to consider inherent limitations associated with
simulated isotherms due to system size and timescale limi-
tations.
Area compressibility modulus
The compressibility (Cs) of the DPPC monolayer can be









where A and p are the area and surface pressure, respectively
(165). The area compressibility modulus (Cs1) is the recip-
rocal of the compressibility. Typical experimental values of
the area compressibility modulus for DPPC monolayers are
10–50 mN/m for LE ﬁlms, 100–250 mN/m for LC ﬁlms, and
.250 mN/m for solid ﬁlms (165,166). Here, the condensed
and expanded phase moduli are approximated from the
slopes of the experimental isotherms shown in Fig. 9, using
linear regression. Any moduli falling outside of the typical
range are reported in Table 2. To avoid mislabeling a solid-
phase modulus as a high value for the condensed phase
modulus, in Table 2 we only report moduli for isotherms that
did not have a kink, because a kink might indicate a transition
to solid phase. Comparing the isotherms given in Table 2
with the experimental conditions listed in Table 1, we notice
TABLE 2 Experimental and simulated area compressibility moduli
Temperature Cs1 Area Phase
Typical experimental values* Varies 100–250 mN/m Varies LC
Independent runs 298.15 K ;363 mN/m 47.5 A˚2 LC
Larger system size 298.15 K ;316 mN/m 47.8 A˚2 LC
Ahuja and Mo¨bius (55) (experimental) 293.15 K ;326 mN/m 44 A˚2 LC
Williams et al. (61) (experimental) 293.15 K ;290 mN/m 47.9 A˚2 LC
Rana et al. (64) compression (experimental) 295.15 K ;252 mN/m 54.1 A˚2 LC
Rana et al. (64) expansion (experimental) 295.15 K ;279 mN/m 46.7 A˚2 LC
Slotte and Mattjus (65) (experimental) 295.15 K ;279 mN/m 45.4 A˚2 LC
Crane et al. (14) (experimental) 298.15 K ;293 mN/m 44.6 A˚2 LC
Crane et al. (14) compression (experimental) 303.15 K ;313 mN/m 45.9 A˚2 LC
Crane et al. (14) expansion (experimental) 303.15 K ;265 mN/m 47.1 A˚2 LC
Typical experimental valuesy Varies 10–50 mN/m Varies LE
Independent runs 298.15 K ;169 mN/m 63.9 A˚2 LE
Independent runs 323.15 K ;115–360 mN/m 56.2–71.2 A˚2 LE
Larger system size 298.15 K ;41.5 mN/m 67.7 A˚2 LE
Atomistic 323.15 K ;120–268 mN/m 56.0–72.5 A˚2 LE
Adhangale and Gaver (32) (coarse-grained) 323.15 K ;92–227 mN/m 45.0–56.2 A˚2 LE
Skibinsky et al. (42) (atomistic) 323.15 K ;64.5–128 mN/m 54–80 A˚2 LE
Crane et al. (14) compression (experimental) 303.15 K ;58 mN/m 68.9 A˚2 LE
Crane et al. (14) expansion (experimental) 303.15 K ;60 mN/m 69 A˚2 LE
Crane et al. (14) (experimental) 323.15 K ;67.3–168 mN/m 57.2–80.7 A˚2 LE
Moduli approximated from our atomistic and coarse-grained (CG) simulations, as well as from our CG simulations with the larger system size of 1024 lipids/
monolayer, and approximated from the experimental and simulated isotherms of others.
*Condensed phase values falling within this range have been reported at 293.15 K (60,123), 294.15 K (92), 297.15 K (166), 298.15 K (71,130,157,165,167),
and 310 K (190).
yExpanded phase values falling within the range have been reported at 293.15 K (60), and 298.15 K (71,130,165,167).
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that the isotherms giving LC moduli larger than typical
condensed phase values were all compressed rapidly at rates
of 0.5 cm2/min or at rates,6 A˚2/molecule3min, excluding
the isotherm of Ahuja and Mo¨bius (55), which was com-
pressed discontinuously. The rapid compression of these
isotherms appears to be associated with their steep slopes and
corresponding high compressibility moduli. Many studies
have suggested that there is little or no variation in the shape
of dynamic isotherms as compression rate is varied (72,158,
170). However, at high surface pressures, as the slope of the
isotherm becomes nearly vertical, changes in the slope of the
isotherm that may appear small can signiﬁcantly increase
the area compressibility modulus. Furthermore, faster com-
pression rates are known to lead to the formation of smaller
LC and LE domains, due to diffusion-limited growth (170). It
is conceivable that this change in domain size could alter the
compressibility of the monolayer.
The steep slopes of our simulated isotherms yield moduli
that are larger than typical experimental values, and these
values at 298.15 K and 323.15 K are given in Table 2 along
with moduli approximated from the slopes from other sim-
ulated and experimental isotherms at 323.15 K, from Fig. 4.
The corresponding areas at which the moduli were calculated
are also given. For our simulation isotherms at 323.15 K, a
range of areas is given, because the moduli were evaluated at
multiple points. The moduli were calculated by assembling
results from independent runs at each pressure (as described
in Simulation Method) and not from the cycling isotherms,
because the slope of the expansion portion of the cycling
isotherms is clearly too steep to give results that are com-
parable to experimental values. At 298.15 K, the two end-
points of each isotherm, corresponding to smallest and largest
area/lipid simulated, were selected to represent LC and LE
phase moduli. At a temperature of 323.15 K, the entire iso-
therm is in the expanded phase, and for this case, the modulus
was evaluated at each point along the isotherms. For com-
parison with our results, area compressibility moduli were
approximated from the slopes of other atomistic (42), coarse-
grained (32), and experimental (14) isotherms at 323.15 K.
When evaluating the isotherm of Adhangale et al. (32), the
modulus was not approximated at the lowest area because
there is a large jump in area between this and subsequent
points.
As seen in Table 2, the compressibility moduli obtained for
both coarse-grained and atomistic simulations do not corre-
late well with those typically obtained from experiments. At
298.15 K, the LE modulus obtained from our independent
runs for monolayers composed of 256 lipids fell into a range
expected for LC ﬁlms, while our LC modulus was also too
high, falling into the range of values expected for a solid ﬁlm.
At 323.15 K, although the entire isotherm is considered to be
expanded, the compressibility moduli obtained from our
coarse-grained (256 lipids/monolayer) and atomistic (64
lipids/monolayer) isotherms are again too large—once more
falling into the range expected for LC and even solid ﬁlms.
The values obtained from our atomistic simulations differ
little from those obtained from our coarse-grained simula-
tions, although they give a narrower range of moduli which
are slightly improved at low areas. The coarse-grained and
atomistic isotherms of Adhangale et al. (32) and Skibinsky
et al. (42) also give moduli that are higher than those typically
expected from experiments. However, it should be noted that
the values obtained by Skibinsky et al. (42) correlate very
well with those obtained from the experimental isotherm of
Crane et al. (14), which also yield values of compressibility
modulus that are larger than those typical of expanded ﬁlms.
For our larger system size (1024 lipids/monolayer), we
obtained an LC modulus that is lower by ;15% than for the
256 lipids/monolayer isotherm, but still larger than the typ-
ical experimental values. However, the LEmodulus is greatly
improved in the larger system size, falling within the exper-
imental range expected for LE isotherms. These results show
that increasing system size decreases the area compressibility
modulus, or conversely increases compressibility. This is to
be expected because for a larger system size, the surface can
wrinkle, adding to its ability to ﬂuctuate in area, and thus
increasing compressibility. Atomistic simulations performed
on small bilayer patches also yield moduli that are signiﬁ-
cantly larger than the experimental estimates (183). Marrink
et al. (34) found moduli for a coarse-grained DPPC bilayer at
323 K, of 260 6 40 mN/m for a bilayer composed of 6400
lipids and 400 6 30 mN/m for a bilayer composed of 256
lipids. The difference in moduli for the two system sizes was
attributed to the contribution of undulatory modes in the large
system. Imposing a small box size is known to lead to arti-
ﬁcial rigidity and suppressed undulations (34,36,37,44,184).
Monolayers and bilayers have different bending constants,
and thus their undulations differ in magnitude, which should
lead to different area compressibility moduli for monolayers
and bilayers. However, they can be expected to react simi-
larly to system size constraints. Applying a surface tension
will decrease undulations, and thereby reduce the undulatory
contribution to the compressibility (184). Thus, ﬁnite size
effects will decrease with increasing surface tension.
Effects of system size, timescale, and hysteresis
There have been many studies of ﬁnite-size effects in lipid
bilayers. De Vries et al. (44) found that for constant volume
simulations of DPPC bilayers, the surface tension, electron
density proﬁle across the bilayer, and the carbon-deuterium
order parameters, all converged to system-size-independent
and time-independent values for a system size as small as 36
lipids/leaﬂet and a simulation time as short as 4 ns. De Vries
et al. (44) suggest that some ﬁnite size effects may be seen for
systems larger than 36 lipids/leaﬂet. However, these are
primarily due to the appearance of long-wavelength undu-
lations. Klauda et al. (185) also found that a system size of 72
lipids (36/leaﬂet) was large enough to calculate accurately the
structural properties (such as electron density proﬁles and
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deuterium order parameters) for a DPPC bilayer. In an earlier
study, Lindahl and Edholm (184) found a slight system-size
dependence in the area/lipid when a cutoff method was used
for evaluation of long-range electrostatics, with a system of
64 lipids differing by 1.5 A˚2 from a system 16 times as large.
However, when a particle-mesh Ewald summation was used
this difference was cut to ,1 A˚2 (186). In a recent study of
DOPC bilayers Castro-Roma´n et al. (187) found that ﬁnite-
size effects contributed very little to membrane structure,
with virtually no differences observed between different
system sizes in their neutron and x-ray scattering factors and
scattering-length density proﬁles. Instead they suggest that
force ﬁeld inaccuracies account for large structural discrep-
ancies between simulation and experiment.
Although ﬁnite size has little effect on the properties of
leaﬂets composed of 36 or more lipids in the single-phase
region, there are more serious ﬁnite-size effects when two
phases coexist. Experimentally, each coexisting region of
liquid-condensed or liquid-expanded phase extends over
distances of thousands of A˚ngstroms. Simulating these bi-
phasic systems in a box consisting of only hundreds of lipids
lends concern over the magnitude of the line tension between
such small domains and the correspondence of simulation
results to experiment. The small size of simulated LC and LE
domains raises uncertainty over whether such domains are
stable. Experimentally, above the phase transition tempera-
ture, small nuclei can form known as hetero-phase ﬂuctua-
tions (188). Due to the small size of these nuclei, there exists
a large line tension, which opposes the thermodynamic
driving force for the phase transition (37). In their simulations
of CG DPPC bilayers, Marrink et al. (37) observed fast
ﬂuctuations due to formation and disappearance of small
clusters of the condensed gel phase. Marrink et al. (37) also
observed long-lived ﬂuid domains that remained trapped and
metastable over a microsecond timescale with small defects
persisting on even longer timescales. From their bilayer
simulations, Marrink et al. (37) calculated a line tension be-
tween liquid crystalline and gel domains of 36 2 pN, which
matches within uncertainty the experimental value of 4 pN
estimated by the kinetic model of Kharakoz and Shlyapnikova
(188) for small gel clusters appearing in DPPC vesicles. For
CG DPPC bilayers, Marrink et al. (37) found that regions
smaller than a critical nucleus size of 10–40 lipids/mono-
layer, depending on the temperature, were unstable. The
system size of our simulations is large enough to contain
domains larger than the critical nucleus size reported by
Marrink et al., but the nanosecond timescale is shorter than
that observed for metastable domains, suggesting that for our
simulations the structures that form in the two-phase region
are metastable. The metastable nature of two-phase structures
in our simulations is also evident from the large hysteresis
seen between our compression and expansion isotherms.
Although the time- and length-scales are much different, it is
important to keep in mind that dynamic experimental iso-
therms are also metastable. Experiments (189) have shown
that the kinetics of the order-disorder transition are strongly
dependent on heating and cooling rate, and under nonequi-
librium conditions intermediate structures may form that
differ from the equilibrium structure.
To study the effect of system size we ran simulations
of monolayers composed of 256 lipids and 1024 lipids at
298.15 K. Isotherms obtained from independent runs con-
taining 256 lipids (black triangles) and 1024 lipids (purple
circles) are compared in the bottom-left-hand side of Fig. 9.
Both system sizes gave the same isotherm, except at surface
pressures ,30 mN/m, where the larger system began to ex-
pand. The larger system also exhibited the onset of hole for-
mation sooner (at a higher surface pressure) than the smaller
system. These results correlate well with the ﬁnding of Knecht
et al. (5) for an atomistic DPPC monolayer, which showed
that in the LC–LE coexistence region increasing system size
had little effect on the overall lipid order; however, the rup-
ture of the monolayer occurred at a smaller molecular area.
The effects of timescale were also studied by comparing
20-ns and 100-ns cycling simulations at 303.15 K. The iso-
therms obtained from these simulations are shown in the
bottom-right-hand corner of Fig. 9. Although the increased
simulation time yields little difference in the shape and po-
sition of the compression and expansion isotherms, there is a
notable difference in the hysteresis. The 100-ns cycling
simulations undergo the LC-LE phase transition sooner (i.e.,
at higher pressure) than do the 20-ns simulations, decreasing
the size of the observed hysteresis loop. If the timescale of
these simulations were increased arbitrarily, the hysteresis
loops would be expected to narrow and eventually reach a
true equilibrium value. However, even for the slower cycling,
there is a marked difference between the hysteresis loops
seen in our simulations and those of typical experiments.
Although some experimental isotherms yield large hysteresis
loops ((67); Fig. 9 bottom left), most experimental hysteresis
loops are much smaller ((64,14); Fig. 9, top and bottom right)
than those seen in our simulations. Given the huge difference
in time and length scales of our simulations compared to
experiments, it would be computationally infeasible to carry
out simulations that come signiﬁcantly closer to attainment of
the equilibrium isotherm (37).
CONCLUSIONS
Although many experimental pressure-area isotherms for
DPPC monolayers have been reported, there is a large vari-
ation among them to which many factors might contribute,
making comparison difﬁcult and misinterpretation easy. We
can make educated guesses about what causes a given iso-
therm to display a shift or characteristic shape; however, with
so many complex factors involved, the cause of the variations
among experimental isotherms remains somewhat ambigu-
ous. A high concentration of chloroform in the spreading
solvent appears to be associated with a shift in the isotherm to
low areas/lipid and a decreased ability of the monolayer to
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reach near-zero surface tensions. This could be due to the
removal of DPPC molecules from the monolayer with
chloroform upon compression, leading to a decrease in area
and the appearance of premature collapse. High pH appears
to shift the isotherm to a larger area/lipid due to increased
solvation, while low pH shifts the isotherm to lower areas/
lipid reﬂecting hindered solvation. No deﬁning trends asso-
ciated with the type of apparatus used are evident from the
isotherms studied here. Isotherms obtained in a trough show
much variation and those obtained with the captive bubble
apparatus exhibit no clear deﬁning features that distinguish
them from those obtained in a trough. Dynamic compression
rate appears to play a role in the slope of the isotherms at high
surface pressures (low areas/lipid), with a steeper slope and
correspondingly larger area compressibility modulus as
compression rate is increased. However, the large variability
in experimental isotherms remains largely unexplained.
Thus, it is clear that there is a need for some standardization
to make experimental isotherms more interpretable and to
make comparisons, both to simulated isotherms and among
experimental ones, feasible.
Values of area compressibility modulus obtained for both
coarse-grained and atomistic simulations (ours and those of
others) overestimate those typically obtained from experi-
ments, although the disagreement diminishes somewhat as
simulation box size increases. Thus, it is conceivable that a
simulation of a macroscopic system size could produce
moduli within the range of typical experimental values.
Furthermore, experimental isotherms tend to show higher
moduli when obtained by more rapid compression, which
might also help explain the relatively high moduli obtained
from simulations, which of course are obtained under very
rapid compressions compared to typical experiments.
PO4-PO4, PO4-NC3, and NC3-NC3 radial distribution
functions (RDFs) show little difference between the LC and
LE phases, while C2-C2 distributions show a signiﬁcant
decrease in tail order as the monolayer is expanded, indi-
cating that the structure of the DPPC headgroups is affected
much less by the phase transition than is the structure of the
DPPC tails. Furthermore, P-N tilt angle distributions ob-
tained from our atomistic and coarse-grained simulations
give an average P-N orientation that is parallel to the interface
and is not signiﬁcantly affected by the LC-LE phase transi-
tion. In accord with experimental observations, this provides
further evidence that the DPPC headgroup region is not
strongly affected by the transition from LC to LE phase.
The coarse-grained NC3-NC3 and atomistic N-N RDFs
differ considerably from each other and the coarse-grained
NC3-NC3 RDF matches closely that of PO4-PO4, although
the corresponding atomistic N-N and P-P RDFs differ con-
siderably. Thus, the coarse-grained model is unable to cap-
ture the difference between N-N and P-P interactions present
in the atomistic simulations, which ultimately leads to in-
accuracy in the coarse-grained NC3-NC3 RDF. Furthermore,
the ﬁrst correlation peak of the atomistic P-P distribution
broadens as the monolayer undergoes a transition from the
LC to LE (5). This distinction is not seen in our coarse-
grained PO4-PO4 radial distribution function at 298.15 K.
These results suggest that the coarse-grained model is better
at capturing the effect of changing surface pressure on lipid
tails than on lipid headgroups.
Despite some limitations, molecular simulation could be a
key to obtaining a more detailed understanding of the com-
plex mechanisms involved in the phase transitions of DPPC,
of other physiologically relevant lipids, and of mixtures of
lipids and proteins. Simple coarse-grained models, such as
that developed by Marrink et al., are powerful tools for
studying such systems, on length- and timescales that are
difﬁcult or impossible to obtain using atomistic simulation.
Using the coarse-grained model of Marrink et al., we were
able to quickly obtain compression and expansion isotherms
for DPPC at ﬁve different temperatures and visualize the
changes in packing from hexagonal to disordered as the
DPPC monolayer underwent a phase change from the liquid-
condensed (LC) to the liquid-expanded (LE) state. These fast
and simple simulations provide a tool for comparison to
experiment and clariﬁcation of the possible mechanisms in-
volved in the rich phase behavior of DPPC. However, there
are limitations, shown by the fact that even the atomistic
simulated isotherms tend to be shifted to higher areas/lipid
than experimental ones and do not exhibit the correct shape.
To obtain more accurate simulated isotherms, more work is
needed on either potential energy parameterization or the
evaluation of long-range forces, for both coarse-grained and
atomistic models.
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